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INTRODUCTION
 Domestic Resource Mobilization (D.R.M.) refers
to the generation of savings from domestic
resources and their allocation to economically
and socially productive investments. Such
resource allocation can come from both the
public and private sectors. The public sector does
this through taxation and other forms of public
revenue generation.
 DRM creates additional space for sustainable
budget expenditures, fosters ownership and
reduces dependency on external assistance.
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IMPORTANCE OF DOMESTIC RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

 It is potentially the biggest source of long
term financing for sustainable development
 It can help strengthen fiscal institutions
because stable and predictable revenue
facilitates long term fiscal planning which
can help ensure that resources are allocated
to priority sectors and are translated into
outcomes.
 DRM coupled with economic growth is the
antidote to long term aid dependency.
 Accelerates economic development
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Tax Category

Type of Tax

Income Tax

•
•
•
•
•

Property Tax

Company Income Tax
Pay As you Earn (PAYE)
Withholding Tax
Mineral Royalty
Property Transfer Tax

Consumption Taxes

• Import and Domestic VAT
• Excise Duties

Trade Taxes

• Customs Duty
• Export Duty

Informal Sector

•
•
•
•

Turn Over Tax
Base Tax
Advance Income Tax
Presumptive Taxes

SOURCES OF DOMESTIC
REVENUE
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Challenges Experienced in Domestic Resource Mobilization
 In the case of Zambia, the Revenue Authority in the
year ending 2016 due to various inefficiencies resulted
in the under collection of revenue which amounted
to K 573 million.
 Tax evasion and Tax avoidance.
 Burdensome tax policy regimes. For the taxpayer,
getting an agreement with the tax authorities as to
how much tax is due, and how and when it is to be
paid, can be quite an administrative burden.
 A large and hard-to-tax informal sector of the
economy.
 Insufficient resources for collecting revenue.
 Low tax morale.
 Revenue losses through excessive tax exemptions
and incentives.
 Corruption in tax administrations.
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MEASURES TO IMPROVE REVENUE
COLLECTION IN THE MINING SECTOR
What is being done?
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ENHANCING TAX COLLECTION FROM MINING IN ZAMBIA THROUGH
EFFECTIVE REGULATION AND MONITORING OF MINERAL PRODUCTION
 In Zambia, the biggest issue facing the mining sector has been transparency, namely the accurate reporting
of what is produced and exported. The European Union provided capacity-building program aimed at
strengthening Zambia’s mining sector by helping it move towards better, more transparent practices. The
following were the results;
 Improved regulation: Project experts have designed an improved reporting format, which are being used by
the mines for their monthly production reporting. This new format makes it possible to trace the production
and movement of various intermediate products between mines and processing companies, so that the
production, and the royalties due, can be attributed correctly.
 Better systems, more transparency: All minerals require export permits to be granted by the Ministry of Mines
and Minerals Development. On 1 June 2016, the new online export permit module went live. The Ministry
of Mines and Minerals Development is now processing and issuing all mineral export rights via the digital
interface (a hard copy is produced for customs verification).
 More skills: On-the-job training of the Ministry’s staff focused on the analysis of regular production reporting
by the copper mines. More structured training on various specific topics is being developed.
 Better equipment: The first batches of brand new laboratory equipment were delivered to the Ministry’s
Geological Survey Department. This equipment directly supports the objective to strengthen the Ministry
of Mines and Minerals Development’s capacity for effectively monitoring the production of Zambian mines
and gemstone producers. The new and modern equipment includes sampling and gemology equipment,
microscopes and magnifying lens lamps, two analytical balances and one muffle furnace.
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CHANGES TO THE MINING TAX REGIME
 Since the privatization of Zambia’s mining industry, four tax regimes have applied;
 The Development Agreements negotiated with individual mines at privatization;
 The “2008 regime” (April 2008 to March 2009);
 The “2009 regime” (April 2009 to March 2012);
 The “2012 regime” (April 2012 to December 2018).
 The Sliding Scale regime (2019) This Regime calls for the following measures:
• Increase mineral royalty rates by 1.5 percentage points at all levels of the sliding scale;
• Introduce a fourth tier rate at 10 percent on the sliding scale mineral royalty regime which would
apply when copper prices rise beyond US$7,500 per metric tonne;
• Make mineral royalty tax non- deductible for income tax purposes;
• Introduce an import duty at the rate of 5 percent on copper and cobalt concentrates;
• Introduce an export duty on precious metals including gold, precious stones and gemstones at the
rate of 15 percent; and
• Lift the suspension of the export duty on manganese ores and concentrates which was put in place
in 2012 and increase this duty to 15 percent from 10 percent.
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INFORMAL SECTOR TAXATION
Maximizing revenue collection
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WHAT IS THE INFORMAL SECTOR?
nn The informal sector comprises of enterprises which do not comply with the full extent of Government
laws and regulations.
nn The informal sector forms the largest part of the working age population in Zambia. According to the
2014 Labour Force Survey, 83 percent are employed in this sector leaving only 17 percent in the formal
sector.
nn Significant tax revenues are lost through Zambia’s informal sector totaling 4,491,943 people outside the
tax net in 2012
nn Zambia and many other Sub Saharan African Countries have a large percentage of the population in the
informal sector, primarily because of its dependence of Agriculture.
The informal sector is largely characterized by several qualities which include:
nn Easy entry- meaning anyone who wishes to join the sector can find some sort of work which will result
in cash earnings.
nn A lack of stable employer-employee relationships.
nn A small scale of operations, and skills gained outside of a formal education.
nn Labour intensive technology.
nn Other concepts that can be characterized as informal sector can include the black market.
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LIMITATIONS TO EFFECTIVE INFORMAL SECTOR TAXATION IN ZAMBIA
 High mobility of taxpayers in the informal sector hence making traceability
difficult.
 Wide geographical spread and large number of small enterprises that make
effective monitoring of their activities difficult.
 Inadequate infrastructure development and limited access to e-services and
banking facilities for the enhancement of voluntary compliance among the
group.
 Low tax morale among the groups and low perception of the benefits of paying
taxes.
 Interest groups operating in markets in the case of base tax.
 Low revenue yields due to value erosion of the rates applicable.
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INNOVATIVE METHODS FOR EFFECTIVE INFORMAL SECTOR TAXATION IN ZAMBIA
 Transferring Tax Administration to Local Authorities- Local Authorities have a higher presence in all part
of Zambia and would easily target informal sector players within their localities.
 Empowerment Approach – most small businesses in the informal sector may be unable to formalize
their activities despite their willingness to do so due to lack of capacity such as illiteracy and limited
information.
 Administrative Incentives- Investing in latest technological innovations. The use of mobile or internet
banking to facilitate payment of taxes from the informal sector can ease the cost of collections for the
state. In addition, such an approach gives the taxpayers the freedom to freely make payments at their
convenient time and avoid the risks of harassment, collusions and corruption.


Cost Reduction Approach- The barrier to formalization of businesses in Zambia and many developing
countries is linked to heavy regulations which bring longer delays and higher costs of public services.
the Zambian Government should endeavour to promote formalization processes by cutting red tapes,
reducing or removing the costs of registration and introducing easy methods of registration.

 Privatizing Revenue Collections -As a way of empowering the private sector, the ZRA can also consider
involving competent private firms to manage revenue collections from the informal sector on its behalf
- e.g. Sherwood Green Properties limited, and Zambia National Marketers Association.
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